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Abstract— Scientific computing is being increasingly de-
ployed over volunteer-based distr ibuted computing envi-
ronments consisting of idle resources on donated user
machines. A fundamental challenge in these environments
is the dissemination of data to the computation nodes,
with the successful completion of j obs being dr iven by
the efficiency of collective data download across compute
nodes, and not only the individual download times. This
paper considers the use of a data network consisting of
data distr ibuted across a set of data servers, and focuses
on the server selection problem: how do individual nodes
select a server for downloading data to minimize the
communication makespan—the maximal download time for
a data file. Through experiments conducted on a Pastry
network running on PlanetLab, we demonstrate that nodes
in a volunteer-based network are heterogeneous in terms
of several metr ics, such as bandwidth, load, and capacity,
which impact their download behavior. We propose new
server selection heur istics that incorporate these metr ics,
and demonstrate that these heur istics outperform tradi-
tional proximity-based server selection, reducing average
makespans by at least 30%. We fur ther show that incor-
porating information about download concurrency avoids
overloading servers, and improves performance by about
17-43% over heur istics considering only proximity and
bandwidth.

I . INTRODUCTION

Volunteer-based distributed computing environments
such as Grids and peer-to-peer systems have become
increasingly popular over the past few years. The poten-
tial of volunteer computing for Grid systems has been
established by success stories such as SETI@home [2],
that has reported aggregate CPU cycles on the order
of 60 Tflops over several years. The increasing reliance
of scientific and engineering disciplines on computation
and harnessing huge data have led a number of projects
into the Grid space, e.g. biomedical computing [4], high-
energy physics [15], and health-care [9], to name afew.
These domains have several distinguishing characteris-
tics: their end-user communities are growing and rely
on standard toolsets, these tools are often compute- and

data-intensive, and the resource demands on these tools
often outstrip what is available within any particular
organizationwithin a domain area. For example, BLAST
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [3] is a fundamen-
tal tool for the large bioinformatics community. BLAST
queries requiremassive computationand data processing
when operatingagainst largedatabases, andtheresources
for BLAST could easily exceed a single investigator site.

A fundamental challenge for the deployment of ser-
vices like BLAST on a volunteer Grid is the efficient
distribution and dissemination of data to the computa-
tion nodes. For example, decomposing a BLAST query
acrossaGrid typically requiresthat largedatabases(with
sizes on the order of several Gbytes) be split up and
sent to a large number of volunteer compute nodes to
enable fast parallel execution. Such a requirement makes
efficient data download crucial for the success of the
end-to-end computation.

In this work, we consider the problem of concurrent
downloading by a number of compute clients working
on the same service request. This challenge is com-
plicated by the extreme time-varying heterogeneity of
the volunteer Grid as data servers have widely different
capacity, bandwidth, and latency with respect to a down-
loading client. Simultaneous downloading from central
data servers can lead to bottlenecks due to capacity
and geographic constraints. Since worker nodes can
be dispersed world-wide, the download times of some
distant and poorly connected nodesmight overwhelm the
overall execution time of the servicerequest. Replicating
to a few data servers can achieve more efficient data
access, but still suffers from the problems of scalabilit y
and fault-toleranceif static replicas are used. Caching at
the compute workers can help, but it is not well -suited
to handle the problems of node churn and dynamic data
generation.

To addressthese problems, we assume that the data is
highly replicated acrossa data network and that clients
make local decisions to select a server for download.



Because a service request is not complete until all
individual workers complete their execution, minimizing
the slowest data download is crucial for achieving high
performance overall . We refer to the download time of
the slowest node in the computation as the communi-
cation makespan. Minimizing makespan is a challenge
due to the heterogeneity of the data servers and the
possibilit y of communication load imbalance (if large
numbers of concurrent workers happen to pick the same
data server). In this setting, simple strategies such as
minimizing round-trip time (RTT) do not work well .

We investigate this problem in the context of two
distributed computing infrastructures: BOINC (Berkeley
Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) [1]—a
volunteer-based compute network, and Pastry [18]—a
volunteer-based data network. BOINC is a pull -based
system uponwhich SETI@home was based. In our con-
text, compute nodes pull the distributed work associated
with service requests. The compute nodes then fetch the
needed data files from the Pastry network, a peer-to-
peer DHT-based storagesystem. Wepropose andanalyze
server selection heuristics that can address the dynamic
and heterogeneous nature of the Grid environment. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We show how the heterogeneity of data servers
impacts concurrent downloading behavior.

• We quantify the impact of different metrics such
as proximity, bandwidth, load and concurrency, on
download time.

• We demonstrate that simple heuristics exploiting
heterogeneity outperform typical proximity-based
server selection.

II . SYSTEM MODEL

In our system model, we incorporate a compute
network as well as a data network to host large-scale
services that operateon largedatasets, requiresignificant
computation, and are accessed by remote end-users. An
example is BLAST where a service request is split
across many compute nodes that operate on portions
of large read-only databases that they download. In our
model, the compute network consists of worker nodes
that provide CPU cycles for computation. The data
network is responsible for transmitting data from thedata
generation or storage locations to the worker nodes that
operate on the data. An example of a compute network
would be BOINC [1] and a data network would be
Pastry [18].

Formally, the compute network consists of compute
nodes {c1, c2, ...}, and the data network is composed of
data servers {d1, d2, ...}. All the data files required for
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Compute nodes = {c1,  cm}
Worker set size |W| = 4 

Data nodes = {d1,  dn}
Replica set size |R| = 3
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Ui: a set of workunits
Wj: a set of worker nodes
Fk: a set of files

Fig. 1. In our system model, the scheduler assigns a workunit to a
set of worker nodes, and then the worker nodes download data from
a replica.

computationare assumed to bereplicated acrossmultiple
servers in the data network, with Ri denoting the set
of replicas for a file Fi. For scheduling purposes, a
job J1 is decomposed into a set of tasks or workunits
Ui(0 < i ≤ n), where each Ui requires one (or more)
files Fi. In BOINC, workunits are often redundantly
scheduled to worker nodes to improve reliabilit y. As
shown in Figure1, thescheduler assignsaworkunit Ui to
a set of worker nodesWi, each of which then attempts to
download the associated file Fi from one of its replicas.

To download the file, each node wij ∈ Wi queries
the data network for a set of servers holding the file
Fi, along with their current state. The server state
might include attributes such as the server capacity, its
roundtrip latency from the worker node, etc. We define
a candidate set Cij for a worker node to be the set of
replicas that the data network returns in response to the
query. The size and composition of the candidate set is a
function of the degreeof replication, the time-out values
used to search for replicas, and is dependent on the type
of data network employed as well as the location of the
worker node. The worker then uses a server selection
heuristic H to select a server sij from the candidate
set for the actual download. In other words, a server
selection heuristic is a mapping function:

H : Cij → sij , where sij ∈ Cij .

Minimizing makespan is key as the service request
will not be complete until all tasks are finished. Since
data download or communication is a key component of
the workunit execution time, we define the communica-
tion makespan to be the maximal download time for a
workunit Ui:

makespan = max
wij∈Wi

{Tij},

1In our application model, a job is a service request.
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Fig. 2. Heterogeneity of servers: concurrency refers to the number
of simultaneous download requests. The data size is 2MB.

where, Tij is the download time for worker wij ∈ Wi.
The objective of this work is to reduce the makespan

by selecting good data servers. A challenge is that the
individual compute workers are distributed and isolated
from each other. Collecting global state dynamically to
improve server selection is not scalable or practical. On
the other hand, a greedy server selection techniquemight
choose the best server for each node locally without
consideration of the other workers. Figure 2 shows how
such a greedy approach might degrade the download
performance of servers by increasing concurrency of
downloads. This experiment uses a set of PlanetLab
nodes. Another point to be noted from this graph is the
heterogeneity of nodes in PlanetLab—each server has a
different level of sensitivity with respect to concurrent
downloading requests, indicating the difference in their
capacities. Our goal is to incorporate such server hetero-
geneity to do local server selection while avoiding poor
global decisions.

III . SERVER SELECTION HEURISTICS

In this section, we investigate different metrics that
affect the efficiency of data downloading. Based on
the impact of these metrics, we present heuristics for
selecting data servers in our environment. A key require-
ment of our model is to minimize the overall makespan
of a service request, and not to simply minimize the
individual download timesat each worker independently.

Proximity has been employed as a network metric
of choice in several domains ranging from routing in
overlay networks [18][16][21] to nearest server selection
in the Internet [10]. In general, proximity refers to the
network distance between hosts and can be measured
in terms of roundtrip latency between the hosts, using
TCP roundtrip times or ICMP echo packets. Accord-
ing to conventional wisdom, proximity is the dominant
factor in predicting data download performance. As a
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of random- and proximity-based
selection.

result, proximity information is collected by many data
network infrastructures. For example, FreePastry [11] is
a DHT-based network that providesend-to-endroundtrip
information between peers based on predicted latency
values. Figure 3 compares the download times observed
by workers using proximity-based selection vs. random
selection for different data download sizes. As can be
seen from the figure, proximity-based selection always
outperforms random selection, and hence, proximity
information is clearly important. However, is proximity
the only useful metric that determines the choice of a
server for data downloading?

To answer this question, we conducted experiments
on a 43-node PlanetLab slice to determine the various
parameters that affect download performance. An exper-
imental evaluation was performed on PlanetLab over a
7-month period (Apr-Oct 2006). Several measures are
explored, and we find strong correlations not only be-
tween RTT and download performancebut also between
network bandwidth and download performance. RTT is
gathered from our deployed data network, Pastry [18],
while Iperf [12] statistics are used to determine network
bandwidth. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the relationship
of download timeswith RTT and bandwidth respectively.
We use 4 different data download sizes: 256KB, 512KB,
1MB, and 2MB. Each point in these graphs corresponds
to a single data download. We make the following
observations from these graphs:
• Observation 1: In the case of RTT (Figure 4(a)), the
data download time for each data size is lower-bounded
by a linear curve, indicating the presence of a near-
linear relationship to RTT. However, the variation in the
observed download times suggests the impact of other
parameters.
• Observation 2: In the case of bandwidth (Figure 4(b)),
we observe that the lower bound onthe download time
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for each data size has an exponential relationship to
bandwidth. In other words, servers with fairly large
bandwidth (e.g., those over 10Mbps) do not show con-
siderable difference among their download time trends,
while low bandwidth servers (e.g., those under 1Mbps)
show a sharp increase in the download time as the
bandwidth decreases. However, again, thevariationin the
observed download times suggests the impact of other
parameters.
• Observation 3: We also observed that system load and
concurrency are correlated to download time (the effect
of concurrency is ill ustrated in Figure 2)2. These factors
may impact the performance if too many concurrent
downloads occur from the same server simultaneously.
Such concurrency may happen due to race conditions,
where independent workers making independent down-
load decisions might select the same “desirable” server,
in turn overloading it. Such overloading should be
avoided to minimize the communication makespan.

Based on these observations, we gain the following
insights into making server selection:

• Servers with low bandwidth (e.g. under 1 Mbps)
should be avoided, even if their RTT is small .

• Serverswith relatively high bandwidth (e.g. over 10
Mbps) should be preferred, and should use RTT as
a discriminator.

• Servers with medium bandwidth (e.g. between 1-10
Mbps) should be discriminated by load or concur-
rency.

We use these insights to derive a cost function fi,j

that is used by a worker i to quantify the desirabilit y of
a server j for data download:

fi,j = αj · rtti,j , (1)

where rtti,j is the RTT between the worker and the
server, and αj is a weight used to incorporate other
server parameters, defined as follows:

αj = e(kj/bwj), (2)

where bwj is the bandwidth of the server, and kj is a
(server-dependent) constant that incorporates parameters
such as load and concurrency (discussed below).

This cost function has the following desired properties
based on our observations. First, the cost function is
directly proportional to RTT (Observation 1), such that
the proportionality constant is the weight αj which in-
corporates the effect of other server parameters. Second,
the cost function has an exponential relation to the
server bandwidth (Observation 2). Finally, we define

2We did not find correlation to other parameters such as CPU power,
size of memory, etc. in our experiments.

the constant kj to incorporate factors such as load
and concurrency (Observation 3). Note that the values
returned by the cost functionarenot meant to be absolute
(i.e., these values are not used for predicting the actual
download times), but their relativevaluescan be used for
ranking multiple servers in the order of their selection
desirabilit y.

We define threeheuristics for server selection that use
different values for kj :

• BW-ONLY: Uses kj = constant. We use kj = 1 in
our experiments.

• BW-LOAD: Uses kj = loadj, where loadj is the
5-minute average system load on the server.

• BW-CAND: Uses kj = num candj , where
num candj is the number of times the servers has
responded as a candidatewithin the last 15seconds.

The heuristic BW-ONLY uses only the RTT and the
bandwidth metrics for selecting a server, while the other
heuristics BW-LOAD and BW-CAND also use average
system load and concurrency information respectively.
For BW-LOAD, we use 5-minute system load as the
load metric which is obtained by Linux/Unix uptime
command. As the load value grows, the weight becomes
large, and predicted download cost goes up. BW-CAND
uses the number of times the server has responded as a
candidate within a predetermined time window. In the
experiments, we set the time window to 15 seconds
which is equal to the search time we used in the DHT
ring. Using the heuristic BW-CAND, servers which have
responded as a candidate several times recently are
penalized, because they are more likely to be selected by
multiple workers, and hence to be concurrently serving
data in the near future.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVA LUATION

A. Experimental Testbed and Methodology

To evaluate the various server selection heuristics
described in the previous section, we conducted ex-
periments on a set of randomly selected PlanetLab
nodes geographically distributed acrossthe globe: North
America 20, Europe 19, and Asia/Pacific 4 nodes. For
data replication and download, we implemented a data
network over FreePastry [11], a public Pastry implemen-
tation developed by RiceUniversity. FreePastry provides
the underlying data placement, request and data routing
mechanisms. We conducted each of our experiments as
follows: data files are distributed over the data network
at the beginning of each experiment, and then data
queries are generated for downloading these data files.
For each data query, a set of worker nodes are selected
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Fig. 4. Performance correlation to RTT and Bandwidth: Download performance has a linear relationship to RTT that is offset by secondary
factors. In the case of bandwidth, download performance decreases exponentially as bandwidth goes beyond 1Mbps.

TABLE I

EXPERIMENTS SETUP

Experiments Nodes Replication Candidate Concurrency Data Size Queries
EX-1 19 10 5 5 2M 690

EX-2 33 10 5 5 256K,512K,1M,2M > 200

EX-3 29 10 5 5,10,15 2M > 250

EX-4 29 10 5 5 256K,512K,1M,2M > 450

randomly to request the same designated file concur-
rently. For fair comparison across the different server
selection heuristics, queries are interleaved: e.g., each
set of worker nodes downloads the files first with the
PROXIM (proximity-based heuristic) selection, followed
by the BW-ONLY selection, etc. Some queriesmight fail
due to reasons such as churn (e.g., nodes going down)
or query incompletion (e.g., message routing failure in
the DHT ring). If any query fails in the interleaved set
of queries, the result is discarded in our analysis.

There are two main parameters that wevary acrossour
experiments: (i) data download size (D), with values of
256KB, 512KB, 1MB, and 2MB, and (ii ) concurrency
(C) of client accesses for the same file, using valuesof 5,
10, and 15. We use areplication factor of 10 for placing
each data file to provide us with a relatively large set
of candidate servers for download. This allows a better
comparison of server selection heuristics. In addition, we
use different sets of machines in each experiment, with
randomly chosen data placement (driven by FreePastry)
to generate different environmental conditions. Table I
shows the various experimental scenarios we created.
The scenarios differ in some of the parameters above, as
well as the specific set and number of nodes that were
used.

B. Comparison of Server Selection Heuristics

Figure 5 compares the various server selection heuris-
tics for C=5 and D=2MB, using the aggregated results
of all the experiments that used C=5 and D=2MB. Fig-
ure 5(a) plots the average download time and makespan
respectively for the various heuristics. The first obser-
vation we make from the figure is that the bandwidth-
based heuristics perform much better that proximity-
based server selection in terms of both the average as
well as the makespan. Moreover, the gaps in perfor-
mance are larger in the case of makespan (∼30-45%)
than in mean download time (∼20-30%). This result is
also seen from Figure 5(b) that plots the CDF of the
download completion times. As seen from the figure,
10% of PROXIM queries take more than 60 seconds
to complete, while the bandwidth-based heuristics take
less than 40 seconds to complete 90% of their queries.
Moreover, these heuristics finish most of their queries
within around 100 seconds, while about 5% percent
of queries are unfinished for PROXIM selection. Thus,
this result implies that using bandwidth in addition to
proximity produces better performance, not only in terms
of individual download, but also in overall makespan.

Another observation we make from Figures 5(a) and
5(b) is that BW-CAND shows the best results for both
mean download time and makespan. In the case of
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of different heuristics (C=5, D=2MB, Num Queries>1800): (a) shows the average download time and
makespan, (b) shows the CDF of download completions, and (c) shows the bandwidth distribution of data servers.

makespan, BW-CAND gains over 40% compared to
PROXIM, while BW-ONLY and BW-LOAD show 30-
40% gains. Figure5(b) shows theCDF of the completion
times of all the queries. This result implies that incor-
porating concurrency in addition to bandwidth improves
the performance even further.

While Figure 5 shows the aggregated results, Figure 6
depicts the results separately for each experiment. Once
again, we see that bandwidth-based heuristics outper-
form proximity-based server selection in all cases, and
that BW-CAND performs best in all cases (except EX-
2, where its performance is equivalent to the other
heuristics).

The basic reason why the bandwidth-based heuristics
outperform proximity-based selection is that they can
exclude extremely slow servers. In our experiments,
the participating hosts are almost uniformly distributed
through the bandwidth ranges as shown in the Fig-
ure5(c): nearly 10% of thehostshave abandwidth under
1Mbps, 50% of the hosts have under 30Mbps, and upper
10% hosts have over 80Mbps bandwidth. By penalizing
low bandwidth servers, the bandwidth-based heuristics
can select servers with better bandwidth, even though
they may be a littl e further from the worker node.

TABLE II

SERVER BANDWIDTH DISTRIBUTION

Class Low Medium High
< 1Mbps 1 − 10Mbps > 10Mbps

EX-1 5% 26% 67%
EX-2 12% 6% 82%
EX-3 0% 24% 76%
EX-4 0% 24% 76%

ThereasonBW-CAND performsthebest can befound
in the bandwidth distribution of servers as shown in
Table II . Here, we classify hosts in three categories:
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison for individual experiments (C=5,
D=2MB): PROXIM is the worst and BW-CAND is the best in all
cases except EX-2, where BW-CAND is comparable to BW-ONLY
and BW-LOAD.

low, medium, and high bandwidth, based on their band-
width values. All of the bandwidth-based heuristics can
penalize low-bandwidth servers (i.e. those with less
than 1Mbps), but may not penalize medium-bandwidth
servers (i.e. those between 1Mbps and 10Mbps). In
fact, BW-ONLY might not penalize such medium-class
servers because the weight value αj is likely to stabi-
lize beyond 1Mbps, due to its exponential relation to
bandwidth (Equation 2). In addition, if the average load
is low on these medium-class hosts (close to 1), BW-
LOAD also does not penalize them. In contrast, BW-
CAND can penalize these servers, if too many clients
try to select them, thus leading to higher values of
recent candidate set queries. Thus, BW-CAND is able to
provide better performance for such servers, by proac-
tively preventing overloads from happening, while BW-
LOAD is able to react only to past observed load. Unlike
other experiments, EX-2 shows all the heuristics to have
similar performance. This can be explained by the fact
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Fig. 7. Impact of data size (EX-2; C=5): The gaps between PROXIM
and the other heuristics increase as the data size grows.

that EX-2 has only 6% medium-class servers (as seen
from Table II) , whereas other experimental scenarios
havemorethan 20% medium-class servers, thusreducing
the differentiation opportunity for BW-CAND. However,
note that BW-CAND does not perform any worse than
other heuristics even under these conditions.

C. Impact of Data Download Size

Figure 7 shows the average makespan obtained for
varying data sizes from 256KB to 2MB. The figure
indicates that the bandwidth-based heuristics outperform
proximity-based selection much more significantly as
the data size increases, going from 16% for D=256KB
to 42% for D=2MB when comparing BW-CAND to
PROXIM. Another experiment with varying data sizes
(EX-4) showed similar results, and has been omitted
due to space constraints. This result indicates that while
proximity-based selection may be sufficient for small
data sizes, server bandwidth assumes an important role
for larger data sizes.

D. Impact of Concurrency

To see the impact of concurrent downloads for the
same files, we used concurrency values of 10 and 15 in
addition to the value of 5 used in our previous exper-
iments. Since the replication factor for data placement
is set to 10, race conditions would be unavoidable in
this experiment with clients selecting the same server
for download in several cases. In this case, we see that
the bandwidth-based heuristics outperform proximity
consistently. Moreover, we see that as the concurrency
increases, BW-CAND starts outperforming the other
heuristics, indicatingthat avoiding overloads by reducing
concurrent data downloads from the same server is
important.
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Fig. 8. Impact of concurrency (EX-3; D=2MB): BW-CAND widens
the gap against other heuristics as concurrency increases.

V. RELATED WORK

Much server selection research has been conducted in
the Internet [19], [14], [5], [10]. Carter and Crovella [5]
also considered availablebandwidth information(end-to-
end link latency and congestion information) between
the client and server for server selection. The major
differencefrom our work is that we also consider system
aspects due to heterogeneity and system loading, such
as capacity and workload. In [10], the authors compared
four metrics: previously measured RTT, IP path length,
AS path length, and geographical distance. According to
their results, RTT works best as a distance metric in the
Internet to find the nearest server. Our results show that
the nearest server does not guaranteebetter performance
in terms of actual data transfer.

Estimating network proximity is a hot topic in peer-
to-peer networks. To estimate proximity, landmarks [13],
[7], direct communication [8], and topological informa-
tion [17] have been proposed. Our approach is to utili ze
the best communication metrics from the underlying
infrastructure and would be compatible with all of these
approaches.

BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer file distribution protocol
which enables parallel downloading using network cod-
ing in peer-to-peer networks[6]. In [20], the authors sug-
gest large data sharing using BitTorrent in computational
Grids. The ultimate goal of this work is similar to ours.
The major difference is that we are focusing onreplica
selection for downloading data blocks and accounting
for heterogeneity.

VI . CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the problem of effi-
cient data dissemination for scientific computing in a
volunteer-based network. We considered theuseof adata
network consisting of datadistributed acrossa set of data
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servers, and focused on the server selection problem:
how do individual nodes select a server for downloading
data to minimize the communication makespan—the
maximal download time for a data file. The commu-
nication makespan is an important measure because the
successful completion of jobs is driven by the efficiency
of collective data download acrosscompute nodes, and
not only the individual download times. Through ex-
periments conducted on a Pastry network running on
PlanetLab, weshowed that conventional proximity-based
server selection does not always produce good results.
We demonstrated that nodes in a volunteer-based net-
work are heterogeneous in terms of several metrics, such
as bandwidth, load, and capacity, which further impact
their download behavior. We proposed new server selec-
tion heuristics that incorporate these metrics, namely, the
server bandwidth, load, and download concurrency, and
showed that these heuristics outperform proximity-based
server selection, reducing average makespans by at least
30%. We further showed that incorporating information
about download concurrency avoids overloadingservers,
and improvesperformanceby about 17-43% over heuris-
tics considering only proximity and bandwidth.
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